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My year at the Wissenschaftskolleg has been remarkably productive and liberating.
My intention for my year in Wiko was to write some large grant proposals, to finish
many old papers, to learn evolutionary wisdom from Janis, Dieter, Rich and Curt, to
develop a general theory of the role of epidemiological feedbacks on the evolution of diversity in hosts and parasites and to read more. I found that I read more, developed a
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general theory on the role of epidemiological feedbacks on the evolution of diversity
(more of this later), learnt so much from my conversations with Janis, Dieter, Rich, Curt,
Ben, Lynda, Mary, Iruka, Paul, Andy and Olivia, finished most of my papers (see the
reference list) and am pleased to say I wrote no grants. Once I had realized that it would
be sacrilege to write grants at Wiko, I was very productive.
One major part of my activity has been three group projects aimed at big problems.
Many of us at the Wiko feel that evolution should play a bigger role in medical practice,
as along with explaining well-known evolutionary problems such as drug resistance, evolution has the potential to play an important role in rational treatment design. Led by
Janis, in the first few months at the Kolleg we had many stimulating meetings that will
lead to an article arguing how and when evolutionary thinking can help in medicine.
Coming out of this, we also developed an interest as a group in understanding the evolution of specificity in hosts and parasites. My final group project came about via Internet
conference call most weeks, where a group of researchers asked how predictable the virulence of an emerging disease would be (probably not) and when we might be able to predict what will happen to virulence after the emergence (we may have some useful things
to say). The Kolleg provided us the time to really think and explore new directions and
ideas, and I believe these three papers will make important contributions to the field.
The other major part of my new work was a journey with my collaborators to try to
develop a general theory of how ecological feedbacks can generate and maintain diversity
in host-parasite interactions. It is very common to find that some parasites infect very well
and that some hosts are very resistant. This variation is important because it affects the
evolution of virulence and immunity, alters the spread of disease and may have important
implications for disease control. However, we don’t yet have a good idea of what proce
sses maintain this variation. I’ve been publishing models of the evolution of host defence
for most of my career. In the last year, thanks to Wiko-sponsored visits by my key collaborators, we have brought all of this together and now have a good idea of what processes
are likely to lead to diversity: (i) infection within families and (ii) particular combinations
of parasite and hosts not infecting one another. The theoretical results have now been
written up in two papers. Without my time at the Kolleg this work would have been
much more piecemeal and I doubt we would have gained such an integrated overview of
the problem. I would like to thank the Rector for funding my main collaborator Andy
White’s two visits. We are both so very proud of this work. I now feel that I can move on
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from this problem that has consumed most of my research career. Time for something
new and I thank the Kolleg for that liberation.
During my time in Berlin I gave lectures at five international meetings: the EEID
meeting at the University of California Santa Barbara, USA; the NESCent Catalysis
Meeting on “Evolution of Infectious Diseases: Integrating Empirical and Modelling
Approaches” at Duke; the Fogarty International Center RAPIDD Workshop on Virulence Evolution in Fort Collins; the Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência Workshop “Resis
tance and Tolerance to Infection” in Lisbon; and the remarkable Darwin Meets Nobel
Symposium “The evolution of infectious agents in relation to sex” in Sweden. All of these
meetings were stimulating and I have no doubt that the presentations were improved by
their preparation in the Grunewald, but I regretted leaving the Kolleg to present them.
That said, I resented much more the time spent away on unavoidable committee meetings
in the UK.
Then there were the things that I had not planned: the development of an interest in
the role of disease in human history, inspired by Bruce. The development and solidification of my views on the role of the developed world’s scientific approach in health care in
the developing world, inspired by Iruka. The relationship between medical intervention
and economics, inspired by Andy, and a number of other wonderful distractions in history and philosophy. In the end, the time to think, talk and read in an environment of
broadened horizons improved the quality of everything I did this year and will, I have no
doubt, have an even bigger impact in the future. It was a year of academia as I imagined
academia to be when I started out trying to be an academic.
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